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Abstract

Interacting with machines is an essential part of most people's daily routine.
The traditional interaction between humans and machines include using the
keyboard, display devices, joysticks and mouse. These devices are complex to
use for some people who have little or no knowledge about technology. Now-
a-days, there is variety of interaction between these devices which has made
using these technologies efficient but then these devices require additional input
device. Hand gesture can be defined as a variety of gestures or movements pro-
duced by hands or arms combined, it is always capable of expressing a signer's
intention, so it can act as a means of natural communication between human
and machine. Studying these hand gestures for gesture recognition is very im-
portant for research and development of new human computer interaction (HCI)
techniques which could greatly benefit the humans. This paper reviews how the
current hand gesture recognition works, its application in the real world, how
can we benefit from this technology and the challenges that are in the path of
hand gesture recognition.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of human-computer interaction
(HCI) technology, researchers have gained interest in improving the traditional
input methods of human-computer interaction, on thinking how to make the
use of biological characteristics of human beings for studying natural interac-
tion technologies, which can help the direct interaction of human and computers
which is becoming the main focus of research in machine vision technologies.

According to the current development trend of human-computer interaction
technology, the computer centered interaction technology will be replaced by
the human-computer interaction which includes studying of gesture recognition,
facial expression recognition, face recognition, lip reading, etc. Among these the
most extensively used is the hand gesture recognition. Hand gesture recognition
is vivid, intuitive, and contains rich information, with same expression ability as
natural languages such as spoken language and written language, it can act as a
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means of natural communication between human and machine. Since, hand ges-
tures are complex, diverse, ambiguous, and uncertain hand gesture recognition
is a challenging technology aspect which is getting more focused as a research
topic.

This paper focuses on the modeling and analysis of the hand gesture recog-
nition and the applications of hand gesture recognition in HCI. Also, reviews
the advantages, disadvantages and the corresponding future work of hand ges-
ture recognition in HCI. Section 2 is about how hand gesturing HCI works.
Section 3 introduces the applications of hand gesturing HCI, and shows some
corresponding examples. In the section 4, the advantages and disadvantges of
hand gesturing HCI has been analyzed, which also imply the future work of
hand gesturing HCI. Finally, Section 5 makes the conclusion of this paper.

2. Modeling and Analysis of Hand Gestures

For the hand gesturing HCI, hand movements are used to control the pro-
cesses of system, therefore, it is important to identify the kinds of hand gestures.
Generally the systems with hand gesturing interfaces include three main parts,
modeling, analysis and recognition of hand gestures. Figure 3 shows the di-
agram of such systems. Cameras are required to capture the images of hand
gestures. Once the system receives such images, it starts to detect and track the
hand gestures by estimating the parameters of hand gesture model. The stages
of detection and tracking happen in the analysis part shown in Figure 3. Based
on the estimated parameters and the knowledge with high level, the system is
in the stage of hand gesture recognition.

2.1. Modeling Hand Gesture

The first stage in the process of hand gesture recognition is how to model
the hand in a manner that can make the postures or gestures understandable as
an interface in HCI. The kinetic structure of the hand is the base for modeling
techniques. There are two types of gesture modeling, spatial and temporal mod-
eling. Spatial modeling considers the gestures shape whereas temporal modeling
considers gestures motion in the environments. Hand modeling in the spatial
domain can either be implemented in 2D or 3D space. Shape, motion and de-
formable templates are represented by the 2D modeling space. Further, shape
can be divided into geometric models and non-geometric models. Geometric
models deal with location and position features of fingertips, and palm features
while the non-geometric models use other shape features to models the hand
such as the color, textures, contour. Deformable templates or flexible models
provide a flexibility level of changing the shape of the object to allow for little
variation in the hand shape. Motion based model can be achieved with respect
to color cues to track the hand. For example, estimating fingers position to
model the shape of the hand.
The 3D model of the hand can be categorized into volumetric, skeletal and
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geometric models. Volumetric models are complex, require computations and
require a greater number of parameters to structure the hand. The skeletal
models require a smaller number of parameters for structuring of the hand. Ge-
ometric models are used widely for hand animation and applications.

Figure 1 explains the techniques for hand modeling, and Figure 2 shows
examples of these modeling methods.

2.2. Analysis of Hand Gestures

The second phase is the analysis phase which estimates the required param-
eters that are needed for gesture recognition. There are two tasks identified
for the analysis phase. The first one is the feature detection, which relates
with the extraction of useful features from the input image. The second one
is the calculation of parameters estimation model from the extracted features.
The detection of features require a localization of the hand to extract necessary
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features. There are different approaches for hand localization and feature ex-
traction. Hand localization is done by detecting the hand gesture from the image
and then segmenting the hand from the background which is the unwanted other
object. The localization process is divided into two types depending upon the
method that is used for the detection which are color tracking and motion track-
ing. The most efficient and effective method for hand localization is provided
by the skin color. Segmentation based skin color are the most popular method
applied for hand locating. The use of proper color space plays an important role
in the segmentation process, where some color spaces are less affected by light-
ing conditions such as normalized color model. To achieve best results for the
color tracking some limitations must be implemented such as the only object is
the hand with the skin color, or the hand is the dominant object. Locating the
hand from sequence of images is achieved using the motion-based localization
using certain assumptions for moving the hand gesture and the background of
ambient environments. Since the hand is an articulated structured object, it is
difficult to analyze hand motion.
To estimate the parameters that are needed for feature extraction 3D model
and appearance-based techniques are utilized. In 3D model the two parameters
are joint angles(angular) and palm dimensions(linear). These two parameters
need to evaluate efficiently and changed when the gestures evolve over time.
Appearance-based model uses different parameters such as optical flow for hand
motion estimation, active contour, and deformable 2D template based models.
Figure 3 explains the analysis of hand gesture and recognition steps.

2.3. Recognition of Hand Gestures

In recognition phase the input visual gesture images are recognized as a
meaningful gesture depending on gesture modeling and analysis. Recognition
process affected with the proper selection of gesture parameters of features, and
thus the accuracy of the classification. For example, edge detection or contour
operators not suitable for gesture recognition since it might lead to misclassi-
fication. Neural network has been widely applied in the field of extracted the
hand shape, and for hand gesture recognition. Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
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has showed excel participate as a recognition tool. Clustering algorithms took
its chance in recognition process, fuzzy c-mean clustering algorithm applied for
controlling robot motion.

3. Applications

Education and life improvement for children, elderly and deaf-mutes:
Through some human-computer interfaces, can complete the natural communi-
cation between children, the elderly or deaf-mutes and the computers, and thus
improve their ability of education. In addition, by using hand gesture recogni-
tion based human-computer interfaces, a communication channel between the
normal peoples and deaf-mutes can be established, so that normal peoples can
listen and understand the words of deaf-mutes.
Environment and virtual objects control in virtual reality environment:
Use hands to complete the browsing, selection or manipulation of the virtual
environment on the operation interface. Use different definitions of gestures to
control the movement and turning of virtual objects, or through the movement
of real hands to control the movement of the mirror images of hands in aug-
mented real environment.
Application on smart home appliances and control field:
Among the computer-controlled means, hand is regarded as a flexible and ef-
ficient controlling way, application on hand gesture in the field of control has
obtained some results, such as video cameras controlled by gesture command
such as zoom, panoramic and tilt. Jaguar company introduced a vehicle control
system based on hand gesture recognition, figure 4 is a conceptual image of this
system, it shows how to response to the incoming phone call with natural hand
gestures.
Demonstration and study of robot:
By studying the mechanism of human visual language from the perspective of
cognitive science to improve the human language understanding ability of com-
puter. Figure 4. Conceptual map in response to incoming phone call by driver
gestures
As the applications using hand gestures for HCI become more and more prac-
tical, hand gesturing HCI has widespread use in our life. The hand gesture
interpretation would allow the natural interactions with computers. The ap-
plications mentioned in this section are only small part of the area using hand
gestures in HCI. Although a great advancement has been made, the improve-
ments and further development are still necessary.

4. Discussion of Hand Gesture in HCI

The utilization of information has been greatly influenced by the interac-
tions between humans and computers. In order to use this information effi-
ciently, applications need to interact with humans more frequently. Although,
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classical computer devices like the mouse and keyboard communicate well with
machines, it still has a limitation where these devices are not compatible for
human-computer interactions. An example is about the 3D interactions. It is
hard for the mouse with 2 degrees of freedom to imitate a space with 3 dimen-
sions. However, the application of hand gestures in HCI supplies a natural and
attractive method. In this way, human hands gestures are the replacements of
these classical but clumsy devices for HCI, and then people can communicate
with computers more intuitively.

At present, although the study of hand gesture recognition has made great
progress and achieved high recognition rate in different areas, it is still fac-
ing many challenges, such as: extraction of invariant features, transition model
between gestures, minimal sign language recognition units, automatic segmenta-
tion of recognition units, recognition approach with scalability about vocabular-
ies, auxiliary information, signer independent and mixed gestures recognition,
etc.
1. Difficulties in target detection: Target detection is to capture the target
from the image stream in a complex background, which is to extract the object
of interest. In vision-based hand gesture recognition methods, it is always a
difficult problem to divide the human hand area and other background areas
in the image, this is mainly due to the variety of background and unforeseen
environment factors.
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2. Difficulties in target recognition: Hand gesture recognition is to explain the
high-level implications contained according to the posture and changing process
of hand. In view of the following characteristics of hand gesture, the key tech-
nology of hand gesture recognition is to extract the geometric invariant features.
i. Hand is an elastic object, there may big differences exist between same ges-
tures and high similarity between different gestures. Human hand has more
than 20 degrees of freedom, its movement is very flexible and complex. There-
fore, same gestures made by different people may vary, and gestures made by
the same person at different time or place may also different.
ii. Hand has a lot of redundant information, since the key part of hand gesture
recognition is to identify finger features, so palm feature is one of the redundant
information.
iii. The position of hand refers to the projection of hand from three-dimensional
space to two-dimensional, so the projection direction is really related.
iv. It is easy to produce shadows due to the non-smooth surface of hand. Be-
cause of these characteristics of hand, the above two problems have not been
solved well yet, so it is necessary to add some restrictions when doing hand
gesture recognition.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the working process of the hand gesture HCI is over-viewed
which includes modeling, analysis and recognition of the hand gestures are dis-
cussed along with their advantages and disadvantages. Applications of hand
gesture show that studying hand gestures is useful which can be used to im-
prove and enhance the life of the deaf people to provide them with a better
quality of service which could also be applied to computer aided sign language
teaching, virtual human research, special effects production, etc. Because of
the complexity and diversity of hand gestures, the variety of background and
unforeseen environment factors, the study of hand gesture recognition is still
facing many challenges.
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